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What’s local government 
got to do with it?
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“It can’t look like it looks at the moment”[LG10 interviewee 2017].



“That is my worry state government pushing things down on us without providing 
funding”[LG2 interviewee 2017].

“…the on-going time commitment that scares people. But I think when there is an 
identified serious need, then they will come out of the woodwork”[LG3 interviewee 2017].

“Council is just under so much pressure to deliver their day jobs, so it is not their focus 
during non-disaster time”[LG16 interviewee 2018].
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State governments placed greater responsibility on councils – not necessarily more $$ 

Long-term volunteering declined – struggle to maintain services, particularly in rural 
and remote areas.

Demographic changes – changes the social setting volunteering takes place 

Rise in spontaneous volunteering – proactive planning

On-line provision of information and training for volunteers – challenges/limitations



“We don’t have disasters that often and people change and so for new officers, here is what happens in this part of 
the world and these are the plans we have place”[LG16 interviewee 2018].

“Obviously, we’re going to have more and more disasters and the agencies and people like the council; we just don’t 
necessarily have the resources to be able to support the communities” [LG4 interviewee 2018].

“It is such an oxymoron – managing spontaneous – because they are spontaneous by nature there is no way you can 
manage and co-ordinate … and have a connection with all of them is going to be difficult ” [LG6 interviewee 2017].

“You lose a lot of knowledge at the drop of a hat, like the turnover of staff since the floods, so there is not a whole lot 
of people here who went through it … because we are a small council and we have got so much to do, and our staff 
aren’t experienced in a lot of areas” [LG3 interviewee 2017].

“But it is a fact of life [social media]and it’s something that the disaster space has to start to embrace and 
demonstrate how they’re going to deliver on it” [LG12 interviewee 2017].
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Funding – a lack of sure funds 

Changing nature of volunteering – the rise of spontaneous volunteering. 

Sporadic nature of hazardous events – difficult to plan for 

Loss of expertise – high staff and volunteer turn-over 

Climate change – planning for the future impacts 

Social media – the way people seek information

Challenges – All these issues are felt more strongly in rural and remote areas. 



“We have quite a lot of established processes to deal with volunteers, such as doing 
Police Checks, doing interviews, referee checks, but not in an emergency setting, that’s 
with our on-going volunteers. There’s a cross council working group. We had an audit, 
so we have been looking and continually improving our internal processes for dealing 
with other volunteers [in an emergency]”[LG5 interviewee 2017].

“I have a very strong belief that because these things impact the community, we 
probably need to start from that point, not the other way around. When we look 
forward as hard as it is to know, there has got to be flexibility and adaptability”[LG11 interviewee 2017].
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Planning and trialling a range of volunteer management options 

Working with communities to build resilience in preparation for ‘when the 
time comes’

Reviewing community development processes

Exploring ways of better engaging the range of skills and capacities that lie 
within their community



“…digital platform, so the sharing and making an offer of help on-line and having it 
matched with the need, that is a great opportunity. I am excited about that, because 
that aligns people helping out themselves” [LG6 interviewee 2017].

“When it comes to volunteers by 2030, I would like to see a much more organised 
structure around volunteer and plans locally and regionally and to make better use of 
the potential of the so called spontaneous volunteers” [LG17 interviewee 2018].

“Consistent messaging across the state about what volunteering in an emergency looks 
like, some of the functions or the roles might be”[LG3 interviewee 2017].
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Investment for technological enablers like state-wide databases 

Sufficient funding for local governments & other local organisations for 
volunteer management

Registration and deployment of volunteers is simple – volunteers quickly 
tasked to support emergency activities

Consistent messaging about volunteer involvement

Information sharing at a local level about hazards and how local people 
can prepare and be involved.



“…try to provide a system that is better than just a one size... and that’s really difficult when you’ve got so 
many different local governments around the state”[LG16 interviewee 2018].

“It is important to ensure volunteer processes are embedded into our emergency management plan and 
state-wide processes as well, so we have a co-ordinated approach”[LG1 interviewee 2017].

“One thing is the political, the lack of funding for volunteer support organisations like [our volunteering 
peak body], uncertain funding”[LG5 interviewee 2017].

“I think the EM sector, the volunteer sector, needs to be much more aware of its capacity to assist in the 
prevention, preparedness and the building of resilience of community rather than waiting for an event to 
happen. Much more work in the space of the preparedness of local areas than simply waiting for local 
areas to fall over” [LG12 interviewee 2017].
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1. Funding and investment in volunteering infrastructure enabling 
infrastructure such as state-wide data-bases / More funding before an 
event occurs / Proactive preparation and planning.

2. Improved governance arrangements and ongoing collaborations  
/federal and state level – provide LGs & communities guidance consistent 
processes.

3. Adaptive volunteer models and deeper connections with communities 
Cultural and organisational change. Greater use of technology to enhance 
communication and connection with community. 
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• Sufficient funding to develop programs around preparation, response and recovery 
and keep pace with social and technological changes. 

• Mechanisms like state-wide databases to support and enable volunteering. 

• Governance structures, policies and frameworks at the national and state level to 
provide local governments guidance and establish consistent processes. 

• Reform in disaster funding for the recovery process so local governments and 
communities have confidence in the surety of funding in the EM space.



• The sector is agile, forward-looking, and externally-focused

• There is deep collaboration across and beyond the sector

• Organisations and the sector are community-centric and service-oriented

• Organisational culture is inclusive and collaborative

• Flexible & life-cycle volunteering opportunities exist

• Volunteers come from all segments of society

• Volunteers are empowered to connect with their communities



Shared training Flexible Volunteering Pre-register volunteers  Tiers of skills Emergent Recovery Informal Community resilience Resources Databases Teams Community-based grass roots Formal Employer 

supported     Adaptable planning Giving community-led Short-term / long-term Spontaneous Digital Government outsourced Skills-based Episodic Virtual $$ Helping
organisations, families, neighbours, friends roles affiliated communications simple quick volunteering Diversity
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Five key issues need to be addressed for all volunteering to 
move towards a preferred future:

1. A national volunteering policy

2. Adequate resourcing for volunteering

3. Professionalisation of volunteer management

4. Promote volunteering

5. Facilitate technology to enable volunteering



“All great changes are preceded by chaos”.
Deepak Chopra

Source of quote : https://www.huffingtonpost.com/irene-tanner/life-changes_b_1614221.html Accessed 12/6/18

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/irene-tanner/life-changes_b_1614221.html
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